My name is Irwin Reyes from the International Computer Science Institute. I’ll be speaking to you about our ongoing work to automatically identify privacy issues in mobile apps for kids.
First, a bit of background. In the United States, we have the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act – COPPA, for short. COPPA governs how online services such as mobile apps collect data from users under 13 years of age.

This regulation limits the gathering personal information like email addresses and phone numbers, audio/visual captures, and the fine geographic location of children.

Additionally, COPPA restricts the collection and use of persistent identifiers that can be used to uniquely identify individuals over time and across different services. Persistent identifiers include hardware serial numbers and software fingerprints. Using these for behavioral advertising is prohibited.

In cases where a mobile app operator wishes to collect restricted data for internal operational purposes (e.g., infrastructure maintenance, high score lists), they must notify parents of this and obtain parental consent prior to collection.
Let’s step through an example of how notice and consent is done. Here, the developer BabyBus declares that their Animal Paradise game is able to access device identifiers. Note that these declarations just mean the app *can* use those privileges, not that they actually do so. Still, parents can review this list prior to installing an app and decide if this is appropriate.
Developers also provide privacy policies to further elaborate on their data collection practices. In BabyBus’s privacy policy, the developer states that any data collection is strictly for product maintenance purposes.
However, disclosures don’t always tell the full story. Further down in the privacy policy for the Baby Panda Care game, the developer lists third-party websites that the developer might link to, and that this policy does not apply to them.

They fail to mention a number of important details:
- First, although the policy doesn’t explain how these are integrated into products, if at all
- Second, that a number of these are not just websites, but advertising libraries that may be bundled with apps to target apps to particular users
- And finally, that one of those advertisers, InMobi…
last year settled with the FTC for the silent collection of sensitive geolocation data from children.
At best, disclosures list what apps might do: they might access a piece of identifying information, or might share it with this third-party company or that.
What we want is something more actionable. Let’s find out what apps actually do.
To that end, we propose a method of dynamic analysis to characterize how apps access and share sensitive data. We combine two of our existing tools: First, an instrumented version of the Android platform to determine which sensitive API calls are being invoked. This is part of the work on permission systems my colleague Primal Wijesekra presented in yesterday’s session. And second, the Lumen network flow tool to examine what data is leaving the device and to whom it’s going, even over TLS-protected communications.
This dynamic analysis approach allows us to examine apps without having to modify them or otherwise examine their internals. We can download apps and run them as-is, exactly how a consumer would use them.
Dynamic analysis does present a technical challenge, in that it’s insufficient to just run the application on a testbed with our tools.

We need someone or something to actually interact with the app being tested. Otherwise, we would only observe the app’s behavior as it sits on its initial screen. We’d like to be able to examine apps at scale.
For that, we turn to the Android Exerciser Monkey, a tool included in the Android SDK that generates a pseudorandom stream of input events – taps, swipes, and screen transitions. In our internal testing, we found that Monkey had comparable coverage to that of an undergraduate tester in a majority of the children’s apps evaluated – no surprise, given the simple nature of apps meant for toddlers and young children.
This system has been built and been used to test a number of children’s apps.
We collected free apps from the Google Play Store listed under child-specific categories.
Developers who list their apps in those child-specific categories must opt-in to Google Play Store
All in all, we built a corpus of 735 free apps explicitly targeted to kids.

This was done in two stages as we developed our test pipeline.
out of 735 apps tested

- 41% share at least one type of persistent hardware identifiers with third-parties
  - 36% hardware serial number
  - 13% imei
  - 8% wi-fi mac address
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out of 735 apps tested

- 51% share the google advertising identifier despite having opted out
- ideal behavior: don’t share at all, or send non-unique fixed value
out of 735 apps tested

- 29 apps use device geolocation functionality
- 6 transmit geolocation data to third-parties
- 3 do so using unencrypted HTTP
- 5 apps read the registered google account
- 3 transmit the email address to third parties
- all use TLS
No personal data detected leaving the device during our testing.
what’s next

- virtualized testbed: scalable tests on commodity servers
- crowdsourcing to help “stranded” monkeys
- expanded analysis to all apps
- trends over time
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